
 

 

 

 

 

No matter what level you are…. 

Weekly portion Bechukotai begins with the promise that G-d will grant Jews blessing and bounty if they keep 

the commandments, or, if they don’t follow His word, He will send them punishments, as it says, “If you 

follow My statutes and observe My commandments and perform them, I will give your rains in their time, 

the Land will yield its produce, and the tree of the field will give forth its fruit… But if you do not listen to Me 

and do not perform all these commandments, and if you despise My statutes and reject My ordinances, not 

performing any of My commandments, thereby breaking My covenant, then I too, will do the same to you; I 

will order upon you shock, consumption, fever, and diseases that cause hopeless longing and depression. 

You will sow your seed in vain, and your enemies will eat it (Vaikra 26:3-4, 14-16). 

Everyone knows the large number – 613 – of commandments, which a Jew must keep.  Not all 

commandments apply to each person, and not all of them are relevant at all times, but the fact is that every 

day a Jew bears great responsibility.  A person reading these verses in the Torah may despair before he 

starts observe anything.  He may feel that since he can’t keep everything perfectly, he will deserve 

punishment anyway. 

However, G-d doesn’t put give a person test greater, than he can bear.  He is always open to us, as we can 

see from the following story: 

One time rav Noah Weinberg, the head of the Aish Hatorah yeshiva in Jerusalem, heard a knock on his door. 

--Come in, - he called out. 

In came a person of middle age. 

--Please, take a seat, - invited him rav Weinberg. – How can I help you? 

--I want to ask you a question, - said the visitor.  – Do you believe in G-d? 

--Of course, - answered rav Weinberg, puzzled. –Why do you ask? 

--Just wanted to know, - said the visitor.  

--No, please, tell me, - insisted rav Weinberg.  He understood that more is hidden behind such simple 

question. 

--All right, I’ll tell you, - agreed the visitor.—You see, I am from Norway.  My religious grandfather passed 

away long time ago, and for all these years I had nothing to do with religion.  Recently I decided that the 
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time came for me to visit Israel, Jerusalem, and of course the holiest place in the world – the Kosel.  When I 

came up to the Kosel, I felt that something was pulling me.  I couldn’t describe the feeling, but I started 

praying, “G-d, I don’t know whether You exist, but if You do exist, show me how to find You!”  I closed my 

eyes and repeated this phrase over and over many times. 

Suddenly I felt someone’s hand on my shoulder.  It was unexpected, that it startled me.  When I turned 

around, I saw a Jew wearing a Yerushalmi coat. 

--My friend, I noticed how you were praying.  I could tell that the words were coming from the depths of 

your heart.  Tell me, maybe I can help you. 

I shrugged my shoulders, because I couldn’t explain what I was feeling. 

--Maybe you are looking for connection with G-d?  Would you like to go learn in the yeshiva? 

--What is yeshiva? – I asked. 

--Yeshiva is a place where they teach you how to find G-d.  Here, across this square, is the yeshiva Aish 

Hatorah.  Go and speak with the rosh yeshiva? rav Noah Weinberg.  He can answer your questions. 

--That’s why I am here, - concluded the visitor. 

 

Evil inclination does everything possible to distance a Jew from learning Torah and observing the 

commandments.  One of the tricks is to discourage him.  A person won’t be able to everything the right way 

anyway, so why bother?  He will get punishments whether he tries or not. 

Torah teaches us the opposite.  It is possible to understand the word “if” as “even if”.  G-d is saying, “Even if 

you make a small step toward Me, it will be enough to shower you with blessing.”  No matter which level a 

person finds himself, path to G-d is always open. 

Wishing You All An Uplifting Shabbos! 

To donate or receive our parsha sheet email to lifeoftorah@gmail.com 
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